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Optimal transportation of particles,
fluids and currents
Yann Brenier
Abstract.
In these lectures, we review a series of optimal transport (OT)
problems of growing complexity. Surprisingly enough, in this seemingly narrow framework, we will encounter nonlinear PDEs of very different type, such as the Monge--Ampere equation, the Euler equations
of incompressible fluids, the hydrostatic Boussinesq equations in convection theory, the Born-lnfeld equation of electromagnetism, showing
the hidden richness of the concept of optimal transportion

§1.

Introduction

In these lectures, we discuss the mathematical theory of optimal
transport, following Monge (1780) and Kantorovich (1942), and its connection with the theory of inviscid incompressible fluids following Euler
(1755) and Arnold (1966). Both theories are currently very active and
combine various aspects of geometry, analysis and PDEs. More precisely,
we will address the following questions of increasing complexity: 1) Is
it possible to transport a fluid, knowing only its initial and final density
field, so that the total kinetic energy spent will be as small as possible?
2) Is it possible to transport fluid particles of an incompressible fluid,
from given initial positions to given final positions, so that the total
kinetic energy spent will be as small as possible? In both case we will
establish the existence and uniqueness of a potential which provides, in
the first case, the initial velocity of the particles, and, in the second case,
the acceleration of the particles during their travel. These results require
very few assumptions on the data and open challenging regularity issues
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on the solutions. They turn out to be useful for many applications,
both practical (image processing, inverse problems in cosmology... ) and
theoretical (geometric and functional inequalities, degenerate parabolic
equations ... ). Finally, we will close the discussion by considerations on
i) optimal transportation of incompressible fluids in an inhomogeneous
environment in relation with the theory of convection in geophysics,
ii) optimal transportation of strings in relation with the nonlinear BornInfeld theory of electromagnetism.
In this review, we will concentrate on the key concepts and the main
results, without delivering comprehensive proofs (for which precise references will be provided).

§2.

A first, elementary, optimal transport problem

Let us consider (for simplicity) a convex closed bounded domain
D in JR.d, typically the unit cube. We want to move, inside D, some
particles, labelled by a, from their initial position X 0 (a) E D at time
t = 0 to their final destination X T (a) at time t = T, and we want
to spend the smallest possible kinetic energy during the transportation
time. In other words, we look for

(2.1)

inf

(Xt)

1T!
o

A

d Xt(a)I 2 J1(da)dt
-21 1-d
t

where (A, Jl) is an abstract Borel probability space just used to label
the particles, I · I the euclidean norm, and Xt(a) the position in D of
particle a at time t .
The optimality condition is 22 Xt (a) = 0 for J1 a. e. a E A. As a
matter of fact, this convex minimization problem has an obvious unique
optimal solution

ft

(2.2)

Xt(a)

=

(1- tjT)Xo(a)

+ tjT Xr(a),

for which particles move along straight lines. (N.B.: if D were a
Riemannian manifold without boundary, particles would move along
geodesics.) Indeed, the transportation cost ofthis solution is

(2.3)
which is an obvious lower bound for the transportation cost, because of
Jensen's inequality.
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The quadratic Monge optimal transport problem and the
Monge-Ampere equation

Now, let us move to a more difficult problem: X 0 , Xr are now
unknown, but their "laws" are given. These laws are denoted by p0 , PT
and defined, as Borel probability measures on D, by

l
l

(3.1)

(3.2)

f(x)po(dx)

=

f(x)pr(dx)

=

i
i

f(Xr(a))JL(da),

f(Xr(a))JL(da),

for all continuous functions f on JRd. Given p0 and PT, the optimal
transportation problem can be rewritten
(3.3)
1 1Xr(a)-Xo(a)I 2 JL(da), law(Xo)=po law(Xr)=pr}
inf { T- 1
Xo,XT
A 2

j-

and is no longer convex. Using Lagrange multipliers fo, fr for constraints (3.1, 3.2), this minimization problem becomes a saddle point
problem
(3.4)
infxo,XT supfo,h JD fo(x)po(dx) + JD fr(x)pr(dx)
{
+ JA{T- 1 ~1Xr(a)- Xo(a)l 2 - fo(Xo(a))- fr(Xr(a))}JL(da).
Notice that this Lagrangian does not involve any derivatives in Xo, Xr.
It is therefore straightforward to get the formal optimality conditions
for each fixed a, JL almost surely. The first order conditions are obtained
by differentiating in Xo, Xr,

(3.5)
Xo(a)

=

Xr(a)- T(\lfr)(Xr(a)),

Xr(a)

=

Xo(a)- T(\lfo)(Xo(a)).

The second order optimality conditions say that the following symmetric
matrices must be positive
(3.6)

Id-T(D 2 fr)(Xr(a))2:0,

Id-T(D 2 fo)(Xo(a))2:0.

Thus, Xr(a) = (\lif>)(X0 (a)), JL- a.e. where if> is a convex function,
namely
(3.7)

1

if>(x) = 2lxl 2

-

T fo(x).
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Using (3.1, 3.2), this implies

l

f(x)py(dx) =

L

f(Xy(a))J.L(da) =

=

l

L

f(\Jcp(X 0 (a)))J.L(da)

f(\Jcp(x))po(dx).

In other words, PT is just the image measure of Po by the map with
convex potential x --+ \Jip(x). We may also rewrite the transportation
cost in a similar way

T- 1

J ~IXy(a)-Xo(aWJ.L(da)
A2

=

T- 1

J ~I(\Jcp)(Xo(a))-Xo(a)I J.L(da)
2

A2

and see that M = \Jcp minimizes this cost among all maps M for which
PT is the image by M of p0 .
These results are so far purely formal, but can be made rigorous in
the case when p0 is an absolutely continuous measure with respect to
the Lebesgue measure. More precisely:
Theorem 1 (Existence and uniqueness of a transport map with
convex potential). Suppose D C ~d is a bounded convex domain. Let
Po, PT two Borel probability measures on D. Assume p0 to be absolutely
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Then, among all Borel
maps M such that PT is the image of p0 by M, i.e.

(3.8)

l

f(x)py(dx) =

l

f(M(x))p(dx),

\If E C(~d)

there exists a unique one with convex potential, i.e. such that M = \lip,
Po a. e., for some Lipschitz convex function ip on D. Moreover, among
those maps, M = \Jcp is characterized as the unique minimizer of the
transportation cost

Notice that the uniqueness was not obvious from our formal calculation. Also notice that in this theorem, the space (A, J.L), the time
T, the maps X 0 , Xy have totally disappeared. Only matter the two
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probability laws on D. This problem was first considered by Monge in
1780 [Mo], [Ev], with the "linear" transportation cost

{ ~IM(x)- xlpo(dx).
JD 2
The modern method of addressing the "quadratic" Monge transportation problem [Br1], [Br3], [KS], [RR] goes back to the seminal work of
Kantorovich (one of the few mathematicians who was awarded the N abel
prize in Economics) in 1942 [Ka], [RR].
Sketch of proof. Observe first that the optimal value of the saddlepoint problem (3.4) is certainly bounded from below by the "dual" optimization problem, obtained after permuting inf and sup in (3.4), which
simply reduces to:
(3.9)
supfoJT JD fo(x)po(dx) + JD fr(x)py(dx), subject to:
{

c(Xo(a), Xy(a)) 2: fo(Xo(a)) + fr(Xy(a)), fL a.e. a E A,
where
(3.10)

c(x,y) = T- 1

J~lx- Yl

2

is called "cost function". Then, the optimal value of this dual problem
is itself bounded from below by
(3.11)
supfoJT JD fo(x)po(dx) + JD fr(y)py(dy), subject to:
{

c(x, y) 2: fo(x) + Jr(y), \/x, y ED,
which turns out to be a convex maximization problem in f 0 , fT E
C 0 (D). Using Rockafellar's duality theorem (see [Brz]), the optimal
value of this problem can be computed as a minimum over all nonnegative Borel measures v over D x D, namely:
(3.12)
min vE(CD(DxD))'::?::O
fDxD c(x, y)v(dx, dy),
subject to: 'Vfo, fr E C 0 (D),
{

fDxD(fo(x)

+ fr(y))v(dx, dy)

=

JD fo(x)po(dx)

+ JD Jr(y)py(dy).

This is the celebrated Monge-Kantorovich problem [Ka], for a general
cost function c. It turns out that, for our cost function (3.10), both dual
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problems have at least an optimal solution, namely (!0 , fr), Lipschitz
continuous on D, on one side, and v ;:: 0 in the other side. For all
optimal solutions, we necessarily have, at once,

r

lvxD

(c(x, y)- fo(x)- fr(y))v(dx, dy)

=

0

and c(x,y)- fo(x)- fr(y);:: 0, \:lx,y ED, which implies

c(x,y)- fo(x)- fr(y)

=

0,

v- a.e. (x,y) ED x D.

Since fa is Lipschitz continuous, by Rademacher's theorem, fa is differentiable Lebesgue almost-everywhere on D. Since p0 is assumed
to be absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, we
deduce that the set of (x 0 , y 0 ) E D x D, for which x E D --+ fo(x)
is differentiable at x 0 has full v measure. (Indeed the first projection of v on D, is nothing but p0 ). This implies, by differentiation of
x--+ c(x, Yo)- fo(x)- fr(yo), which reaches its minimum 0 at x = xo,
that Y'xc(xo,y 0 ) = V'fo(xo). By definition (3.10) of c, we find out

Yo= xo- T~ 1 \7 fo(xo),

v- a.e. (xo, Yo) ED x D.

Thus, v must be equal to

v(dx, dy)

=

O(y- X+ y~l\7 fo(x) )po(dx),

which enforces the uniqueness of both v and fo and further leads to all
desired results after rather elementary arguments. Notice that a similar
proof was obtained by Gangbo, without duality argument [Ga]. Q.E.D.
Regularity results and Monge-Ampere equation

So far, existence and uniqueness results have been obtained just
by classical Convex Analysis. Regularity results require more refined
analysis, relying on a priori estimates. Let us summarize one of them
due to L. Caffarelli [Ca]. (For more recent results and references, we
refer to [DF].)
Theorem 2 (Regularity of the optimal transport map with convex
potential). Suppose D c JEtd is a bounded convex domain. Assume
po, PT of form

Po(dx) = lo 0 (x)O"o(x)dx,

Pr(dx) = loT(x)O"r(x)dx,
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where Oa and Or are two smooth domain included in D, and a 0 , ar > 0
are two smooth positive functions on JRd. Assume further that Or is
strictly uniformly convex. Then the optimal map 'V<I> is a diffeomorphism 0 0 --+ Or and solves the Mange-Ampere equation

(3.13)

ar('V<I>(x))detD 2 <I>(x) = a 0 (x), 'Vx E Oo.

The fact that 'V<I> solves the Monge-Ampere equation simply follows
from the property that Pr is the image of p0 by 'V<I>. Indeed, we have,
for all continuous function f

r

Jno

f('V<I>(x))ao(x)dx =

f('V<I>(x))pa(dx)

D

=

1

f(x)pr(dx)

D

=

1

{

Jno

=

r

lnT

f(x)ar(x)dx

f('V<I>(x))ar('V<I>(x))detD 2 <I>(x)dx

(where for the last equality, we have performed the change of variable
x --+ 'V<I>(x) ). So, by identification of the first and last integrals for all
functions f o 'V<I>, we get the Monge-Ampere equation (3.13).
Applications of transportation method

These type of results have had many applications, in particular for
geometric and functional inequalities (such as [Ba]), after the seminal
work of R. McCann, published in [Me]. A striking example is the proof
of the isoperimetric inequality and its quantitative version by Figalli,
Maggi and Pratelli [FMP]. Theorem 1 has been extended to Riemannian
manifolds by R. McCann [Mel]. Another very successful application
is the treatment of many parabolic PDEs by transportation method,
following a seminal paper by F. Otto [Ot]. For all these applications, we
refer to the books of C. Villani [Vi], [Vi1].

§4.

The optimal incompressible transport problem and the
Euler equations

Let us now consider a third optimal transportation problem, where
the maps X 0 , Xr are entirely known, but the motion of particles is
supposed to be incompressible in the sense that at any time t E [0, T] ,
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the law of Xt is supposed to be the (normalized) Lebesgue measure on
D, which can be translated by
(4.1)

Lf(Xt(a))~-t(da) l
=

for all continuous functions

(4.2)

f

f(x)dx

on JRd and all t E [0, T], or, alternately,

loT LPt(Xt(a))~-t(da)dt =loT l

Pt(x)dx dt,

for all continuous functions (t, x) --+ Pt(x) on lR x JRd. We still want to
find the minimal transportation cost

(4.3)

inf T

(X,)

1T11-1-d
0

.A 2

d Xt(a)l 2 ~-t(da)dt.

t

(Notice that a simple scaling argument shows that this optimal cost
does not depend on T.) This optimal incompressible transport can be
written as a saddle point problem

The formal first order optimality conditions read
(4.5)
Meanwhile, the second order optimality condition clearly involves Pt,
but in a non obvious way, which might be crucial to understand the
regularity of p. (We conjecture that Pt(x) should be a semi-concave
function of x.) Equations (4.5) are nothing but the famous Euler equations, introduced in 1755 to describe the motion of "ideal" incompressible fluids [Eu], [Ar], [Arl], [AK], [Li]. These equations are still of paramount importance in natural science, in particular for atmosphere and
ocean sciences. Usually, it is assumed that the trajectories t --+ Xt(a)
can be recovered by integrating a "velocity field" Vt(x) E JRd so that
-ff:tXt(a) = Vt(Xt(a)). Thus, at least formally, (4.5), through the chain
rule, can be translated by a partial differential equation for v and p

(4.6)
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In addition, the incompressibility condition (4.1) leads to

0=

!L

f(Xt(a))fl(da)

=

l

=

L

("V f)(Xt(a)) · Vt(Xt(a))fl(da)

V f(x) · Vt(x)dx

for all C 1 function f on JRd, which exactly means that, for all t, Vt is
a divergence free vector field on D and parallel to the boundary aD.
Finally, observe the simple expression of the transportation cost in terms
of v:

=T

fTj ~lvt(xWdx dt.
la v 2

This suggest the following definition of approximate solutions to the
optimal incompressible transport (OIT) problem:

Definition 3. [Approximate solutions to the OIT problem] Let D c
JRd be a bounded convex domain with d 2 2. For s > 0, we first say
that a smooth time dependent divergence-free vector field Vt, compactly
supported in the interior of [0, T] x D, is an s admissible solution of the
OIT problem with data T, X 0 , Xr if Vt almost carries X 0 to Xt, in the
sense that

J

l9t(Xo(a))- Xr(aWJ-1(da):::; s 2 ,

where 9t(x) denotes the unique solution of -!ftgt(x) = Vt(9t(x)), go(x) =
X.

Next, we define

over all s- admissible solutions. Notice that, by a rather obvious scaling
argument, ~(X0 , Xr) does not depend on T.
Then we say that an s- admissible solutions is an s- approximate
solutions whenever
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Then, the following can be proven:

Theorem 4 (Existence and uniqueness of a pressure gradient). Let
D C JRd be a bounded convex domain with d ::::: 2. Let Xo, XT be
two incompressible maps (in the sense of (4.1)). Then there is a unique
pressure gradient V'pt(x) such that every c solution Vt(x) of the OIT
problem with data Xo, XT, in the sense of definition (3), is almost solution of the Euler equations, in the sense that

converges to zero in the distributional sense in the interior of [0, T] x D,
as c goes to zero.
Theorem 5 (Regularity of the pressure gradient). The pressure
gradient is locally in ]0, T[ a square integrable function of t valued in
the space of locally bounded measures in the interior of D.
In addition, there is an example of data for which the hessian D';,p(t, x)
is a bounded measure with a singular part and, more precisely p( t, x) is
just semi-concave in x with kinks.
Strategy of proof. The method of proof is rather similar to the Kantorovich method we used for the quadratic optimal transportation problem. We start with the saddle-point problem (4.4). Its optimal value
is certainly bounded from below by the dual optimization problem obtained by permuting inf and sup, which reduces to:

(4.7)
{

'"Pev.~
Kp[x, y] -

J;; f

D

p,(x )dx dt + f.A Kp[Xo( a), Xr( a)]!'(da),

mfeo=x, eT=Y

faT Hl/t~tl 2 - Pt(~t)}dt, \fx, y ED,

(where t --t ~t is a typical C 1 curve in D). Next, using classical tools of
control theory (or alternately "weak-KAM" theory), we express the functional Kp in terms of Hamilton-Jacobi equations, benefiting from the
simplifying assumption that D is convex. More precisely, we can express
it as a supremum over Lipschitz functions cf>t(x) over Q = [0, T] x D,
namely:

(4.8)
Kp[x, y] = supq, 1>T(Y) -1>o(x),

subject to:

{
8tcf>t(x)

+ ~IV'x1>t(x)l 2 + Pt(x):::; 0,

a.e. (t,x) E Q = [O,T]

x D.
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Thus, the optimal value of the dual problem (4. 7) can be bounded from
below by:

(4.9)
SUP(p,,q\,)

foT JD Pt(x)dx dt +fA (c/>T(XT(a), a) - c/>o(Xo(a), a) )p,(da),

{

subject to : 8t1Jt(x, a)+ ~IV x4>t(X, a)

1

2

+ Pt(x)

::::; 0, V (t, x, y, a),

where 4>t(x, a) is assumed to be continuous in a and C 1 in (t, x). At
this level, we have obtained a concave optimization problem in (p, ¢)
and, again, we can rely on Rockafellar's duality theorem to compute its
optimal value and find out:

(4.10)
. f

r

11 dm(t,x,a)
12dc (t 'x, a ) '
dc(t,x,a)

m (c,m) J[O,T]xDxA 2
fro,T]xDxA[\7 x4>t(x,
=

subject to:

a)· dm(t, x, a)+ (8t4>t(X, a)+ Pt(x))dc(t, x, a)]

JA[¢T(XT(a),a)- c/>o(Xo(a),a)]dp,(a)

+ fro,T]xDPt(x)dtdx,
V(p,¢),

where c, m should be understood as Borel measures on Q' = [0, T] x D x
A, respectively valued in JR.+ and JR.d, v(t,x,a) = ~~(t,x,a) denoting
the Radon-Nikodym derivative of m with respect to c. This is only the
first step of the proof which is much more involved than the one needed
for the quadratic transportation problem. In particular, the existence
of an optimal solution (¢, p) is far from being obvious. (However, the
existence of an optimal pair (c, m) is easy to prove.) Anyway, we get
approximate solutions (¢_,p€) with approximate optimality conditions:
Proposition 6. For every small E > 0, there are continuous functions ¢€(t,x,a) on Q' and pE(t,x) on Q, with Otc/>E, Vx¢€ continuous on Q' and JD p€ (t, x )dx = 0, such that, for every optimal solution
(c,m),

(4.11)

and

(4.12)
Next, a key approximate regularity result is obtained in [Br5]:
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Proposition 7. Let Q~ = [T,T- T] x D x A, forT> 0. Let
x E D-+ w(x) E Rd be a smooth divergence-free vector field compactly
supported in the interior of D and let s E R -+ (~' (x) E D be the
integral curve of w passing through x at s = 0. Then,

(4.13)

f

(4.14)

JQ~

[\7 x¢E(t, x, aWdc(t, x, a)

~ C,

(4.15)

r

JQ~

~

[\7x¢E(t+ry,(j(x),a)-\7x¢E(t,x,a)[ 2 dc(t,X,a)

o

for all optimal solution (c, m) and all 17,
and
where C depends only on D, T, T and w .

E

(E 2

+ry 2 +8 2 )C,

> 0 small enough,

If c were bounded away from zero (which cannot be expected), this
would imply that

(4.16)
by letting first E -+ 0 (to get v instead of \7 x ¢E ) , then o, 17 -+ 0. U nfortunately, c(t, x, a) is expected to be a singular measure, possibly highly
concentrated, and this bound cannot be proven. However a uniform
bound on ['VpE[ can be obtained. A non rigorous argument is as follows. Starting from (4.12), letting E-+ 0, we formally get

J

Differentiating in x, we (very!) formally get
Otv+(v.'Vx)v+'Vxp=O, c-a.e.

Then, integrating in a E A with respect to c,

L

(8tV

+ (v.'Vx)v)c(t,x,da) =

-'Vxp,
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and, by Schwarz inequality,

All these calculations are incorrect. However, the formal idea is
made rigorous in [Br5], by working only on the ¢< and using finite
differences instead of derivatives, leading to:
Proposition 8. The family ('Vp<) converges in the sense of distributions toward a unique limit 'Vp, depending only on (Xo,Xr), which
is a locally bounded measure in the interior of Q and is uniquely defined
by
(4.17)

'Vp(t, x)

=

-8t

I

v(t, x, a)c(t, x, da)- '\7 x·

for ALL optimal solution (c, m

=

I

(v 0 v)(t, x, a)c(t, x, da),

cv) .

Then, the rest of the proof relies on approximation theorems for
incompressible motions, similar to those obtained by Shnirelman in [Sh1]
(see also [Sh], [Ne], [BG]). For more details, we refer to [Sh], [Br2], [Br4],
[Sh1], [Br5], [Br8], [AF], [AF1], [BFS].
Q.E.D.
Regularity: results and conjectures
The partial regularity obtained for the pressure field is an output of
the strategy developped for the existence and uniqueness of the pressure
field in [Br5] and was improved by Ambrosio-Figalli in [AF], [AF1]. At
the present level of knowledge, the main issue, in terms of regularity
theory, is now to fill the gap between the obtained regularity ( '\7 xP
is a locally bounded measure), and the conjectured regularity: D~p
is a locally bounded measure, or, better, p(t,x) is semi-concave in x.
Indeed, the existence of explicit examples of optimal solutions (related
to an earlier work of Duchon-Robert [DR]), for which the pressure field
has some kink singularities and is not better than semi-concave in x has
been established in [Br10].

§5.

Optimal transport and convection theory

Adding a potential to the transportation cost does not essentially
modify the OIT. We get
(5.1)

inf T

(Xt)

1TJ
o

A

1 d
{-[-d
Xt(aW- ~(t,Xt(a),a)}p(da)dt,
2

t
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where <I>(t, x, a) denotes the added potential. From the saddle-point
formulation
infcx,J sup(p,J for IAnlftXt(a)l 2

(5.2)

-

Pt(Xt(a))

{

-<I>(t, Xt(a), a)}]p,(da)dt + J0T JD Pt(x)dx dt,
we see that the added potential does not play any role if it does not involve the label variable a. (Then, it can be entirely absorbed in the
pressure p, which is a well known phenomenon in fluid mechanics.)
Let us concentrate on the simplest (and still relevent) situation when
<I>(t,x,a) = -F(t,a) · x, where FE JR.d is a given function oft and a.
(As we will discuss later, this takes into account non-trivial effects in
fluid mechanics, for instance the buoyancy force, which plays a crucial
role in ocean-atmosphere dynamics.) Thus, we are going to consider the
corresponding saddle-point formulation, namely
infcx,J sup(p,J for IAnlftXt(a)l 2

(5.3)

-

Pt(Xt(a))

{

+F(t, a)· Xt(a)}p,(da)dt

+ J0T

JDPt(x)dx dt.

The optimality equations read

(5.4)
and do not look very different from the Euler equations, at first glance.
We are now interested in the case when the additional force F(t, a) is
modified by the environment and more specifically when

(5.5)

&tF(t, a)= Gt(X(t, a)),

where G is a given, sufficiently smooth, function describing the local
change brought to F by the environment. We call function G the
"change" function, (This is relevent, for instance, in the case of convective motions when the salinity -or the temperature- of fluid parcels
is modified by the environment. Of course, this is very important in the
context of climate change studies: the change of salinity in the sea due
to the melting of the continental ice is just an obvious example.) As we
did for the Euler equations, assume, for a moment, their exists a sufficiently smooth velocity field Vt(x) E JR.d so that ftXt(a) = Vt(Xt(a)).
Let us also choose the space of labels A so that a E A -+ Xt (a) E D
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is a smooth diffeomorphism at each time t. For that purpose we may
set (A, f..L) = (D, dx) and set X 0 (a) = a, so that fluid particles are
just labelled by their initial position in D, a very common choice in
fluid mechanics. Then, it makes sense to introduce the "Eulerian" field
ft(x) = F(t,a) whenever x = Xt(a). We can now express the modified
Euler equations (5.4) together with (5.5) just in terms of (vt,Pt, ft, Gt):

(5.6)
Dtvt

+ 'VPt = ft,

Ddt= Gt, Dt =at+ vt · 'V, 'V · vt =

o,

vt

I

av.

The resulting evolution equations are substantially more difficult than
the Euler equations themselves and very little is known about their
mathematical analysis: essentially only the existence of smooth solutions for short times is known. Mathematics get easier when a dissipation term is added to the Euler equations and we, then, get the
N avier-Stokes equation:

(5.7)
DtVt+'Vpt-v/}.vt =

ft, Ddt= Gt, Dt

= at+Vt·'V, 'V·Vt = 0, Vt

II

aD,

where v > 0 is the viscosity of the fluid that we may assume as small as
desired but positive. Provided additional boundary conditions are added
(typically Vt = 0 along aD)' the existence (but not the uniqueness) of
global weak solutions is guaranteed for any reasonable initial condition,
say v0, fo E L 2(D, !Rd), by combining the Leray theory of Navier-Stokes
equations and the DiPerna-Lions theory of advection equations [Li],
[DL], [NP]. (Global smooth solutions can be obtained for two-space dimensions, as in [Ch], [HL], [DP].) We call these equations, with some
abuse, the Navier-Stokes-Boussinesq convection (NSBC) equations, because they describe convective motions under the Boussinesq approximation. An interesting rescaling of the equations is obtained when
we assume the "change" function G to be of small amplitude of order
c « 1, slowly varying in time: G ---+ cGct (x). Then we may consider
the evolution on large time scales of order c- 1 . Accordingly, we perform
the following rescaling of the equations:

(5.8)

t = t/c v = cv

'

'

and get the following rescaled equations

(5.9)

c2 DtVt + 'Vpt + cv/}.vt = ft, Ddt = Gt,
Dt = at+ Vt · 'V, 'V. Vt = o, Vt 11 aD.
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Notice the interesting property enjoyed, at least formally, for all solutions
of this equations:

(5.10)

!!_
dt

1
D

((ft(x))dx

=

1
D

(\l()(ft(x)) · Gt(x)dx. Vf E C 00 (1I'd).

Surprisingly enough, in this relation, c, v and even Vt(x) are completely
absent. It is now natural to consider the formal limit obtained as c --+ 0,
namely:

(5.11) 'Vpt

= ft,

Ddt= Gt, Dt = 8t +vt · \1,

\1· Vt = 0,

Vt

II 8D.

These equations, that we call Hydrostatic Boussinesq convection (HBC)
equations, still abusively, have an intriguing structure. There is no more
evolution equation for v and, in some sense, v becomes a multiplier
for the constraint that, at any time t, ft exactly balances the pressure
force (in a hydrostatical way) and, therefore, stays always a gradient.
As a matter of fact, Vt can be solved, at each t, after "curling" these
equations. For example, in the 3D case, using notation \1 x for the curl
operator, we find
(5.12)
Assuming t to be fixed and Pt to be known, this "static" linear PDE in
Vt gets elliptic, with appropriate boundary conditions along 8D, provided that the Hessian matrix n;,Pt is bounded away from zero and infinity, in the sense of symmetric matrices, uniformly in x. This a striking
occurrence of convexity in this fluid mechanics framework. It turns out
that this convexity condition (known as the Cullen-Purser stability condition in the framework of convection theory [CP], [Ho]) plays a crucial
role in the mathematical analysis of the HBC equations and their rigorous derivation from the NSBC equations. However, simple examples
show that strong uniform convexity cannot be sustained for large time,
in general. Therefore, it is quite appealing to relax the strong convexity
condition and consider generalized solutions to the HBC equations, for
which the force field ft is always a field with convex potential

Then, according to Theorem 1, ft can be entirely recovered from relation
(5.10)! This leads to a concept of solutions, very similar to the concept
of "entropy solutions" for hyperbolic conservation laws (for which we
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refer to Dafermos' book [Da]. Let us now quote two results taken from
[BC], [Brll].
From a technical viewpoint, it is easier (and still relevent) to substitute
for D the fiat torus 'll'd = JRd jzd .We then define the class C of all maps
x E JRd ---t M (x) = x + '\1 ¢( x) such that ¢ is Lipschitz continuous and
zd_ periodic and I+ D 2 ¢ ~ 0. We call them "periodic maps with
convex potential" .
Theorem 9 (Existence of global solutions for the HBC equations).
Let D = 'll'd and C the class of all periodic maps with convex potential:

Then, for every fo E C, there is a global solution of the HBC equations
(5.11)

in the sense that, for all t, ft belongs to C and satisfies (5.10), namely
:t

l

((ft(x))dx =

l

(Y'()(ft(x)) · Gt(x)dx, \If E c=('ll'd).

Theorem 10 (Derivation of the HBC equations from the NSBC
equations). Let D = 'll'd and Ut (x) = x + '\1 cPt(x), Vt(x)) be a smooth
solution of the HBC equations (5.11) on some time interval [0, T] such
that

(5.13)
for some constant a > 0. Then, this solution can be obtained as the
limit of a solution to the NSBC equations (5.9) as c ---t 0.
Sketch of proof. The existence of global solutions is a rather straightforard consequence of the quadratic optimal transportation theory. The
local existence of smooths solution can be established adaptating ideas
of G. Loeper in [Lo] (which rely on a careful study of the underlying
Mange-Ampere equation and use the Dini regularity of its solution).
Finally, the rigorous derivation relies on an interesting (and very unusual) application of the so-called "relative entropy method", for which
we refer to [Da], [LV] in the framework of hyperbolic conservation laws,
to [Sa] for the hydrodynamic limit of the Boltzmann equations, and to
[Br6] -in close connection with [Gr]- for the hydrostatic limit of the
Euler equations. Let us sketch a proof. Since we are working on the
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periodic box JR.d jzd, it is convenient to use only periodic unknowns,
namely
(5.14)

Zt(x) = ft(x)- x = '\hf>t(x),

z:(x) = ft•(x)- x,

where (ft, Vt) and (Jt, vf) are respectively solutions to the limit equations (5.11) and to the full NSBC equations (5.9). We also introduce
the "periodic Legendre-Fenchel" transform of ¢:
(5.15)

'1/Jt(Y) = - inf

xEJRd

12
-1
2 1x- y + cf>t(x),

and notice that
(5.16)
follows from (5.13) by Legendre duality. Then, we introduce the "relative
entropy" (or Bregman) function
(5.17)
where Wt(Y) = ~ IYI 2 + '1/Jt(Y), which controls IY'- yl 2 because of (5.16).
Accordingly, we introduce the "relative-entropy" functional
(5.18)
where the integral in x is performed over JR.d jzd. This functional controls the squared £ 2 distance between Zt and zf. We also introduce
the augmented functional
(5.19)

et

= et + ~

J

lv"' -

vl 2 dx

and, after lengthy but simple calculations, get
(5.20)
where c depends only on the limit solution (!, v) on a fixed finite time interval [0, T] on which (!, v) is smooth. From this estimate (5.20), we immediately deduce that z-z"' is of order 0( .Jf) in £=([0, T], L 2(JR.d j7L.d)).
Notice that (5.20) could not be obtained by substituting the crude
squared £ 2 norm for the more sophisticated relative entropy functional
et. (Then, c would be substituted for by c/ E and no convergence could
be established!). Details are provided in [Brll].
Q.E.D.
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§6.

Optimal transport of currents

So far, we have only considered motions of particles. It is also interesting to consider strings moving in the Minkowski space, i.e. ffi. 4 with
metric diag( -1, 1, 1, 1). For simplicity we only consider loops. They are
denoted

(t,s)

E ffi. X']['--+

(t,X(t,s,a))

E ffi. 4

where '][' = ffi./Z and a denotes the label a E A of each string. A
classical action for a string (that substitutes for the kinetic energy for
particles) is the Nambu-Goto action [Na], [Po], which is nothing but
its area computed according to the Minkowski metric diag( -1, 1, 1, 1),
namely:

-1

(6.1)

t,s

y'(1-l8tXI 2 )I8sXI 2

+ (8tX · 8sX) 2 •

To the collection of all strings labelled by a E A, we may associate
their "current", namely the time-dependent divergence-free vector field
(t,x) E ffi. 4 --+ B(t,x) E ffi. 3 defined as:

(6.2)

B(t, x)

=

Lh

88 X(t, s, a)8(x- X(t, s, a))ds J-L(da),

or, equivalently

(6.3)

1

A(x) · B(t, x)

=

Lh

8sX(t, s, a)A(X(t, s, a))ds J-L(da),

for all t and all compactly supported smooth function A. [In this framework, the "current" B plays the role that the "law" was playing for particles in the second problem of optimal transportation we have covered
so far.] Let us now make a rather strong assumption that, at each time t,
ffi. 3 is foliated by the strings in the sense that (s, a) --+ X(t, s, a) is oneto-one (just like spaghetti filling the space, or, if one prefers, like lasagne
filling the space-time). Then, we can define a velocity field v(t, x) such
that, for all strings:

8tX(t, s, a)= v(t, X(t, s, a))

(6.4)

and we can write the "transportation cost"

(6.5)

-1

t,x

y'(l-lv(t,x)I2)1B(t,x)l 2

+ (v(t,x) · B(t,x)) 2
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The fields B and v are related by the compatibility condition

that can be translated by differentiating (6.3) with respect to t and,
then, integrating by part in s E 1I', which leads to:
(6.6)

OtBi

+

L

Oj(VjBi- ViBj)

=

0,

j=l,d

which can be written, using vectorial notations,

8tB + '\1 x (B x v)

(6.7)

= 0.

Thus, introducing (t,x) --+ A(t,x) E IR 3 as a Lagrange multiplier
for constraint (6. 7), the optimal transportation problem for strings can
be expressed as a saddle-point problem problem
infB SUPA,v ft,x yf(l
(6.8)

{

-lvi 2)IBI 2 + (v · B) 2

-B · OtA + (B x v) · '\1 x A
which, of course, must be supplemented by appropriate boundary conditions. Introducing

(6.9)

(t,x) E JR4 --+ E(t,x) = B(t,x) x v(t,x) E JR 3 ,

equation (6. 7) just means

(6.10)

OtB + '\1

X

E = 0,

and the problem (6.8) can be written very simply in terms of E and B
infB SUPA,E ft,x JIBI2 -IEI2

(6.11) {
- B · 8tA + E · '\1 x A,

subject to E · B

=0

, pointwise.

Notice the additional algebraic constraint

(6.12)

E(t,x) · B(t,x) = 0, pointwise,

which is just enough to enforce the existence of v such that E
and allows us to completely disregard the field v .

=

B xv
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This strange looking variational problem has an interesting physical interpretation. Indeed it can be seen as the formal limit of

(6.13)

- B · 8tA + E · V' x A,
as the parameter A ---+ 0. For A > 0, this model has been introduced
in 1934 by M. Born and L. Infeld [BI], [Bo], [Po], [GH] as a non-linear
correction to Maxwell's equations of Electromagnetism in vaccum:

8tE - V'
{

(6.14)

X

B

= 0,

8tB + V' x E = 0.
Indeed, the Maxwell limit can be obtained from the Born-Infeld model,
when A tends to infinity, through the saddle-point formulation:
infB SUPA,E
{

(6.15)

ft,x HIBI2 -IEI2}

-B · 8tA + E · V' x A,
while the optimal transportation problem for currents corresponds to
the limit A = 0. Surprisingly enough, some convexity properties are
hidden in the optimal transportation of currents and, more generally, in
the richer Born-Infeld model. To simplify the discussion, we fix A = 1
in the Born-Infeld model. The optimality conditions for the BI saddlepoint formulation (6.13) can be obtained in "Hamiltonian form" in the
following way. Let us introduce the (partial) Legendre transform
(6.16)
h(D, B)= sup E · D + v'1 + IBI2 -IEI 2- (E. B)2, \fD, BE JR 3 ,
EER.3

namely,
(6.17)

h(D,B)

=

v'1

+ IBI 2+ IDI 2+ ID X Bl 2.

Thanks to h, we can rewrite the saddle-point problem (6.13) simply as
(6.18)

infsup
B

A

r

lt,x

h(V'

X

A, B)- B 8tA
0
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Then, optimality equations for B and D

= \7 x A

can be easily obtained:

BtB+'Vx(g~(D,B))=O,

(6.19)

{
BtD- \7 x (g~ (D, B))= 0.

These equations are just the Born-Infeld equations (for A = 1) written
in "Hamiltonian form". They enjoy an additional conservation law for
h:

(6.20)

Bt(h(D, B))+ \7. (D

X

B)

=

0.

These equations have the very nice structure of a first order system of
conservation laws. For given smooth intial conditions, first order system
of conservation laws are known to be well-posed provided (more or less)
there is an additional conservation law for a strictly convex functions
of the unknowns [Da]. This could be happily the case for the BornInfeld equations if h(D, B) were a strongly convex function of D and
B. Unfortunately, h is not convex at all in the large and is strictly
convex only in a neighborhood of (D, B) = (0, 0). [Of course, there is
no problem for the Maxwell limit, for which h just becomes ~(IDI 2 +
IBI 2 ). On the contrary, for the limit A = 0, h becomes widely nonconvex: viBI 2 + ID X Bl 2 .] However, convexity can be fully restaured
by augmenting the Born-Infeld equations, as done in [Br7]:
Theorem 11 (Hidden convexity in the Born-Infeld equations). As
parameter A is fixed to 1, the Born-Infeld equations (6.19) can be seen
as the restriction on the 6 dimensional invariant manifold

(6.21)
{(B, D, P, h) E (IR 3 ) 3 x]O, +oo[; P

= DxB, 1+IBI 2 +IDI 2 +IPI 2 = h2 }

of the following augmented 10 x 10 system of first-order conservation
laws:

(6.22)

8th + \7 . p
BtP + \7.

P®P =
h

\7.

B®B
h

=

0,

+ \7.

D®D
h

+ V(.l)
h

.
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The augmented Born-Infeld equations (6.22) enjoy an additional conservation law for the strictly convex function:
(6.23)
From the physical point of view, we observe a striking property of
the augmented system: it has classical Gallilean invariance under the
transforms

(6.24)

(t, x)--+ (t, x

+ Vt),

(D, B, Pjh, h)--+ (D, B, P/h- V, h),

for all constant velocity V E ffi. 3 . In addition it has the structure of a coupled matter-field structure, where the electromagnetic field is described
by (D, B) while h can be considered has the density of matter and P
its momentum. In sharp contrast, the BI equations are Lorentzian invariant and are just a field equation without (apparent) interaction with
matter.
Going back to our original transportation problem, we can assert
Theorem 12 (Hidden convexity in the optimal transportation of
currents). The optimal transportation of currents can be described as the
restriction to the 5 dimensional invariant manifold

of the augmented 7 x 7 system of first-order conservation laws:

(6.26)

l

8tB + \7

X

B~P = 0,

8th+ \7 . p = 0 '

8tP + \7 . P~P

=

\7 . B~B.

This augmented system enjoys an additional conservation law for the
strictly convex "entropy" function:
(6.27)
This convexification property is vaguely reminiscent of the reduction of minimal surface equations to the Dirichlet equation by using
"isothermal" coordinates, but we do not know if a precise connection
can be established.
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